dence. The three-judge panel that heard the case did take notice of Bishop's previous felony convictions, as well as the aggravating circumstances in the case, and sentenced him to death.
Bishop then allowed the Clark County Public Defenders office, his "standby counsel," to take an appeal to the Nevada Supreme Court. But after the papers had been filed and before argument, Bishop sought to dismiss the appeal of his conviction, and asked review only of the sentencing phase. The court ignored his request and reviewed the entire case, finding no reversible error.' 6 Under Faretta v. California, 17 Bishop had the right to represent himself, and throughout the trial he had the assistance of standby counsel if he wished to use them. "When a defendant knowingly and voluntarily waives his right to counsel, as here, his refusal to present a defense does not negate his pro per election."' 8 Following the decision of the Nevada Supreme Court, the trial court relieved the public defenders of any further responsibility for Bishop. But, as Justice Marshall put it, "referring to their moral and ethical obligations, they filed [a] federal habeas corpus petition against Bishop's wishes."' 19 In the district court, Bishop appeared in person and stated that he did not wish to pursue further litigation. When that court denied the writ, holding that Bishop had made a valid waiver, 20 his former counsel nonetheless appealed to the Ninth Circuit, which affirmed. 2 1 In a concurring opinion, Judge Joseph T. Sneed, although applauding the efforts of the public defenders "to avoid what they perceive to be a miscarriage of justice," denied them standing to carry an appeal. 2 2 He concluded:
I am convinced that Bishop is sane and that he has made a knowing and intelligent choice to forego his federal remedies. It is difficult for me to imagine that I would make a similar choice were I in his position. What I might do, however, is not the test. Bishop is an individual who, for reasons I can fathom only slightly, has chosen to forego his federal remedies. Assuming his competence, which on this record I must, he should be free to so choose. To deny him that would be to incarcerate the spirit-the one thing that remains free and which the [Vol. 75
TERMINATION OF APPEAL
state need not and should not imprison. 25 This time, the Supreme Court denied the public defenders' petition for a stay of execution without comment, 24 which in turn elicited a protest from Justice Marshall. Bishop, according to Justice Marshall, had no right to waive a challenge to his execution. "Society's independent stake in enforcement of the Eighth Amendment's prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment cannot be overridden by a defendant's purported waiver. By refusing to pursue his Eighth Amendment claim, Bishop has, in effect, sought the State's assistance in committing suicide." 2 5
A year and a half passed between Bishop's execution on October 22, 1979 , and the next execution in this country, that of Steven T. Judy, who also successfully waived his appeal. Judy had been convicted in February 1980 for the murder of a woman and her three children. At the sentencing phase of the bifurcated proceedings, Judy ordered his court-appointed attorneys not to present any evidence of mitigating circumstances to the jury. In fact, Judy told the jury that he would advise them to give him the death sentence, "because he had no doubt that he would kill again if he had an opportunity, and some of the people he might kill in the future might be members of the jury." 26 Following the imposition of the death penalty, Judy's lawyers filed an appeal to the Indiana Supreme Court, but he then instructed them to drop the appeal because he wished to waive his rights and terminate the proceedings. Indiana, however, required an automatic review of all capital sentences, and the lawyers petitioned the court to resolve the conflict between their client's wishes and the dictates of the state's penal code, a conflict they termed an "insoluble professional and ethical problem." 27 Judy personally appeared before the court, and "very freely and openly discussed his situation with the members of this Court. It was obvious. . . that Judy well understood his situation and the results that could be expected from our acceptance of his waiver. ' "28 He also freely admitted his guilt, and went on: "I thought I was treated fair, more than fair. I was provided with good counsel and I 27 Id. at 149, 416 N.E.2d at 97. 28 Id. at 155, 416 N.E.2d at 100.
lost. There's no sense going on with this." 2 9 Relying upon psychiatric reports as well as their personal observation of Judy at the hearing, the judges found him competent to waive his rights of appeal.3 0
The court also found, however, that Judy did not have an unlimited right to waiver, in that state law mandated a review of all cases in which the death penalty had been imposed. 3 1 This initial review for error served not only the interests of the defendant, but of society as well, to make sure justice had been done. The court examined the trial proceedings, and found no error. 32 Judy was then free to terminate the appeals process, which he did. No further appeals were carried to either state or federal courts, and he was executed on March 9, 1981.
The fourth voluntary execution came in Virginia a year later, and led some abolitionists to charge that the United States Supreme Court had acted with undue haste to kill a man. Frank J. Coppola had been convicted of killing a woman during a robbery of her home by beating her head against the floor in order to elicit information about where money was hidden. A former policeman and seminarian, Coppola insisted he was innocent, but after the state's highest court found no error in his trial 33 and the Supreme Court denied certiorari, 34 he decided to drop his appeal. He was ready to die, he said, "to preserve his dignity and spare his family further agony."
35
Coppola fired his attorney, J. Gray Lawrence, Jr., but Lawrence refused to accept the decision. He believed that Virginia's capital punishment statute, which had never been tested in federal courts, might be unconstitutional, and no one should be executed until its validity had been confirmed. Other civil liberties lawyers contended that Coppola's wish to be executed was irrational. Less than thirty-six hours before the scheduled execution, Lawrence petitioned for a stay of execution in federal district court. 
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execution, and it is my sincere wish that it be carried out." T 3 7 Judge Warriner, rejecting the petition, compared the efforts to keep Coppola alive to attempts to keep terminally ill patients from dying. "We are performing the legal equivalent of inserting tubes. . . into him so that we can satisfy the quite appropriate urge to save his life, not so much for the good it does the client but for the good it does
US.'"38
One day later, however, Lawrence secured a stay of execution from the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, with Judge John D. Butzner noting possible questions about the constitutionality of the state statute. 3 9 Lawyers from the Virginia Attorney General's office immediately flew to Washington to seek review by ChiefJustice Burger, who had jurisdiction over the Fourth Circuit. They carried with them a handwritten plea from Coppola asking that he be allowed to die. ChiefJustice Burger then arranged a telephone conference call with seven of his fellow Justices (Justice O'Connor was out of the country). Only Justices Brennan, Marshall, and Stevens objected to lifting the stay. ChiefJustice Burger reinstated the sentence at 10:26 p.m. on August 10, 1982; one hour later, Coppola was dead. 40 Eight months later, the State of Alabama executed John Louis Evans III. Although he fought his sentence immediately prior to his execution, his case originally reached the Supreme Court at a time when he wanted to terminate his appeal. Evans had been convicted of murder in the course of an armed robbery, an aggravating circumstance that led the jury to impose the death penalty. The conviction and sentence were reviewed and upheld by both the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals 4 1 and the Alabama Supreme Court. 42 After a petition for certiorari had been filed with the United States Supreme Court, Evans instructed his counsel to drop the appeal. The Supreme Court denied both the petition for with- drawal and the one for certiorari. 4 3 Execution was then scheduled for April 6, 1979. Just four days before sentence was to be carried out, Evans' mother filed a next friend petition for habeas corpus in federal district court, claiming among other things that her son was incompetent to pursue his own appeal. For evidence, she presented a sworn affidavit of a psychiatrist who had neither personally interviewed nor examined Evans, but who nonetheless concluded from conversations with other individuals that Evans was "not able to deal rationally with his situation and . . . probably need[s] someone else to make legal decisions affecting his life for him." 44 The reason the psychiatrist had been unable to interview Evans was that Evans had refused to be examined; he had admitted his guilt and chosen not to pursue any further appeals. As District Judge Hand concluded:
The fact that Evans has elected not to pursue post-conviction remedies that would serve to forestall the impending execution is not controlling, since it may well be, as the media has advertised, thatJohn Evans has confronted his option of life imprisonment or death by execution and has elected to place his bets on a new existence in some world beyond this. The Court finds no evidence of irrationality in this; indeed, in view of the allegations .. .
[of] the death row conditions of confinement case presently pending in this Court, it may well be that John Evans has made the more rational choice.
5
The court went on to rule that Betty Evans had no standing absent proof of incompetency of her son; in fact, Judge Hand noted acerbically that Evans' "biggest quarrel at this time seems to be with those, such as the petitioner herein, who would interfere with his ordered execution." 4 6 The writ of habeas corpus is not available for " 'intruders or uninvited meddlers, styling themselves next
Two days later, however, Betty Evans secured a temporary stay of execution from Justice Rehnquist acting in chambers in the absence ofJustice Powell, who normally would have had jurisdiction. Were he acting in full Court, Justice Rehnquist noted, he would vote to deny the stay because the issues had been fully litigated below. "There must come a time, even when so irreversible a penalty as that of death has been imposed upon a particular defendant, when the legal issues in the case have been sufficiently litigated and reliti- gated that the law must be allowed to run its course." '4 9 -He too castigated the petitioner. "It is not Betty Evans, the applicant, who has been sentenced to death, but her son, and the fact that her son refuses to see a psychiatrist and has expressed a preference for electrocution rather than serving the remainder of his life in a penitentiary cannot confer standing upon her as 'next friend'. ... "50 But because he was acting only as a surrogate for his brethren, and because of the "obviously irreversible nature of the death penalty," Justice Rehnquist granted a stay pending a full hearing by the Court one week later. 5 '
In that one week, Betty Evans evidently convinced her son to pick up his appeal, and on April 11, John Evans signed and verified a petition for habeas. As a result, when the full Court met on April 13, it denied the previous petition because Alabama had not set a new execution date, and the appeal, now properly filed, could be evaluated by the lower courts. 5 2 That process took four years, and in the end, all of Evans' appeals failed. He was executed on April 22, 1983. The following year, the Court permitted William Jack Hammett, convicted of murder in Texas, to withdraw his petition for certiorari, noting in its per curiam opinion that this did not preclude him from pursuing other avenues of collateral relief. 54 Justice Marshall dissented strongly because in his view, the Texas procedure of using psychiatric examinations at the penalty stage to determine whether the defendant would be dangerous in the future violated the fifth amendment bar against self-incrimination. 5 5 Hammett, like other inmates on death row in Texas, is still alive, as courts review broad attacks on the state's capital punishment statute.
There are several cases in the lower courts dealing with the right of condemned prisoners to terminate appeals, and in general, that right has been upheld, although all of the defendants are still awaiting execution. Appeals of other prisoners attacking various provisions of capital punishment statutes effectively block nearly all executions until the validity of the procedure is established. For the most part, these cases hold that where automatic review is provided for in the statute, the defendant does not have a right to waive that 49 appeal because the interests of society require assurance that trial and sentencing have been carried out justly.
6
As Justice Pomeroy of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court put it, "an appellate court must consider the interests of society as a whole in seeing to it that justice is done, regardless of what might otherwise be the normal procedure. '5 7 Even when the prisoner "prefers death to spending the remainder of his life in prison. . . the waiver concept was never intended as a means of allowing a criminal defendant to choose his own sentence. Especially is this so where, as here, to do so would result in state aided suicide." 5 8 But where the mandated review has taken place and no reversible error has been found, and where the prisoner was competent and knowingly chose to waive his rights, he or she should be allowed to do so without interference from third parties who lack standing. 5 9 II. WAIVER OF APPEAL: LEGAL JUSTIFICATION Although the death sentence is "qualitatively different from a sentence of imprisonment,-60 as the Supreme Court has recognized, the doctrine of waiver in this area is derived substantially from general rules of waiver in criminal cases. Under early common law doctrine, an accused could not waive any rights intended for his protection. Later, he was allowed to waive those personal to himself, but not those in which the state maintained an interest. 6 1 Currently, if there is no constitutional or statutory prohibition, or any public policy involved, an accused may waive any privilege. 62 The ability to waive a particular right, however, does not give the defendant a right to insist upon another procedure; for example, waiver of a right to ajury trial does not imply a right to insist upon a [Vol. 75 bench trial. 6 3 A waiver of rights cannot be inferred from a defendant's silence; in fact, every reasonable presumption will be made against waiver of fundamental constitutional rights by an accused.64 "The determination of whether there has been an intelligent waiver of the right. . . must depend, in each case, upon the particular facts and circumstances surrounding the case, including the background, experience, and conduct of the accused."
If an accused insists upon waiving a right, the court must determine if he or she is competent, and if not, the court will refuse to allow a petitioner to withdraw an appeal. The Supreme Court first addressed this issue in 1966, when counsel for Melvin Rees, who had been convicted of murder in Virginia, persuaded Rees to be examined by a psychiatrist, who concluded that Rees was mentally incompetent. The Court unanimously held that filing the original petition for certiorari properly brought the case before the Court, and it refused Rees leave to withdraw the appeal. 6 6 The Court retained jurisdiction, but ordered the district court to conduct "suitable hearings" on Rees' competency. 67 Despite strenuous efforts to terminate his appeal, Harry Anderson, convicted of murder in Kentucky, similarly was adjudged incompetent, and the case remanded for further hearings. 68 In neither case did the Court issue more than a brief per curiam order, and it failed to provide any guidelines, evidently relying on the lower courts to evaluate each case individually. 69 Once competence is established, the waiver must be voluntary, undertaken knowingly, and with an understanding of the likely consequences. In a confession case, where the issue was whether the accused had freely confessed to the crime, the Court explained:
The ultimate test remains that which has been the only clearly established test in Anglo-American courts for two hundred years: the test of voluntariness. Is the confession the product of an essentially free and unconstrained choice by its maker? If it is, if he has willed to confess, it may be used against him. If it is not, if his will has been overborne and his capacity for self-determination critically, impaired, the use of his confession offends due process.
70
Whether a waiver is voluntary is a "question of fact to be determined from the totality of all the circumstances. ' 7 1 Beyond that, it is the responsibility of the court to determine if the defendant knows what he is doing, what he is giving up, and what the consequences may be. The mere failure to appeal cannot be taken as a knowing waiver of rights, and therefore habeas relief always has remained available. 72 Once the accused intelligently chooses to exercise a waiver, he or she must bear the consequences. Thus, if a defendant chooses not to utilize counsel but insists on self-representation, there can be no appeal afterwards based on lack of counsel.
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As noted above, the right to terminate appeals in death sentence cases is partially circumscribed. The interests of the state in ensuring that so severe a penalty is not imposed arbitrarily or unjustly prevents waiver of any mandated automatic appeal. Beyond that, should a condemned prisoner change his or her mind after initially waiving appeal, collateral attack remains open. "Conventional notions of finality of litigation have no place where life or liberty is at stake and infringement of constitutional rights is alleged."
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In all cases, whether one believes that the issue ultimately was decided correctly by the courts or not, there is no doubt that judges do pay close attention to the requirements of competency, voluntariness, and knowledge of rights and consequences on the part of the accused. In Rumbaugh v. Estelle, 7 5 the district court included an examination of the following testimony by Charles Rumbaugh, who was protesting efforts by his parents to pursue an appeal on his behalf:
Q Is there anything that you would like to tell us. . . about the testimony of the doctors relating specifically to the depression that they believe you're experiencing now.
[sic] A. Well, I don't feel I'm depressed right now. I haven't been taking any medication for approximately thirty days. I was taking medication, an antipsychotic drug, and I haven't experienced any problems since I The court concluded: "After considering all of the evidence the Court finds that Charles Rumbaugh has a realistic understanding of his present position and of the choices available to him, and that he is mentally competent to make a rational choice with respect to continuing or abandoning further litigation." In cases where competency was in doubt or the court did not believe that the prisoner fully understood the consequences of waiver, termination of appeal was denied. In People v. Stanworth,7 8 the California Supreme Court believed that the "defendant's refusal to act to extricate himself from the threat of death must be deemed equivalent of an inability to do so," and it refused to allow him to discharge counsel in his effort to block further appeals. 79 In another case arising in California, the failure of the state to hold hearings on the defendant's competency led the federal appellate court to block his efforts at waiver. 8 0 For the most part, however, courts have not taken a defendant's desire to terminate appeals as prima facie evidence of either incompetency or lack of understanding. 8 '
III. WAIVER OF APPEAL: THE ABOLITIONIST RESPONSE
If it is agreed that current law allows condemned prisoners to terminate their appeals, it must nonetheless be noted that opponents of capital punishment believe that they should not be allowed to do so. The most common argument is that acquiescence in the sentence amounts to state-abetted suicide. In his dissent in Bishop, Justice Marshall, who has consistently argued, albeit unsuccessfully so far, that the death sentence is unconstitutional under the eighth amendment, charged that "the Court has permitted the State's mechanism of execution to be triggered by an entirely arbitrary factor: the defendant's decision to acquiesce in his own death. In my view, the procedure the Court approves today amounts to nothing less than state-administered suicide." 8 2 For abolitionists, the death penalty is "no less [barbarous] on those occasions when a murderer welcomes his own legal execution" 8 3 than when the prisoner involuntarily goes to death. Hugo A. Bedau, one of the leading abolitionist spokesmen, has set out four arguments against permitting condemned prisoners to terminate their appeals, and thus bring on their executions. 8 4 First, by terminating his or her own appeal, a prisoner may be jeopardizing the lives of other death row inmates because it might trigger a "national avalanche of legal slaughter." 85 Second, this "death wish" should be considered "primafacie evidence of mental disturbance and, therefore, that others have a duty of care to intervene." 8 6 Bedau's third argument is that even if a condemned prisoner had a right to take his or her own life, "it would not follow that he had the right to compel the state to take it for him in the name of punishment." T 8 7 Finally, although Bedau grudgingly concedes a right to die for those who are incurably ill, he denies a comparable right to those on death row because he does not consider them as "terminal" in the same sense. 8 These arguments do not, however, rely either on legal authority or on any consistent philosophy regarding individual autonomy. Rather, they are a deeply felt instinctive response to a situation potentially intolerable for the abolitionists, namely, that if they condone cases of voluntary execution, then their entire argument against capital punishment fails: one cannot selectively condone murder. 8 9 For an abolitionist, there is apparently no middle ground; any execution by the state must be resisted. [Vol. 75
If one looks more closely at these arguments and examines them in the light of both legal and ethical considerations, their surface logic fails. First, ever since Gary Gilmore ended a ten-year moratorium on executions in this country, each new execution has brought dire warnings of an impending national bloodbath. Certainly with nearly thirteen hundred persons on death row and a net addition of approximately one hundred each year, 90 the nation would have to execute ten persons a week for three years just to catch up with the backlog. But the facts show that despite indications of a growing dissatisfaction with endless appeals, the courts continue to insist on individualized evaluations of each case. Even Bedau concedes that the "avalanche" has failed to materialize. 9 Unless and until firm evidence is presented that voluntary termination of appeal does in fact affect the rights of other prisoners, there should be no restrictions on these persons that prevent them from exercising their rights. The second argument, that the "death wish" is prima facie evidence of mental incompetence, has appeared in some judicial opinions, 93 but only rarely, and it too has little factual or legal basis. As will be discussed below, current writings in biomedical ethics do not equate all desires to end one's life with mental disturbance. 94 For the abolitionists, however, if suicidal inclination can be labeled as incompetence, then the would-be "victims" could be foreclosed from dropping their appeals. Lester Maddox, while governor of Georgia, favored abolition of the death penalty and found a reason to commute one prisoner's sentence to life imprisonment after hearing that the man, William Clark, had said he wanted to die. "He must be nuts," concluded Maddox. "Even animals want to live. I don't believe any person who has any sense at all would want to die." 95 But as the Supreme Court has noted, "the empirical relationship between mental illness and. . . a suicide attempt need not always signal an inability to perceive reality accurately .. . 96 Even if one granted condemned prisoners a right to take their own lives, Bedau argues that condemned prisoners cannot compel the state to do it for them in the name of punishment. 97 Gilmore into a modern antihero, and he properly condemns as "ludicrous" 9 8 Thomas Szasz's claim that Gilmore was trying to force Utah to live up to its "contract" with him, i.e., by virtue of his crime, Gilmore had bargained with Utah to provide a death penalty. 99 It is true that no one can "force" a state to execute someone, but if there is going to be the system of capital punishment, then it would seem that the condemned prisoner, the state, and the public all have a right to expect that the system will act in some rational and consistent manner. As will be discussed below, the irregularity and unreliability of the current system may well create an environment so degrading that all the inmate wants is to have the situation resolved, even if that resolution means death. 1 0 0
Bedau's fourth argument seems most at odds with the general abolitionist view of granting human dignity to prisoners. If, as the abolitionists argue, capital punishment is an inhumane deprivation of rights as well as a degradation of the individual, then why should not death row inmates be allowed-if they themselves so choose-to accept their punishment with dignity. It is certainly ironic that in the Gilmore case, the American Civil Liberties Union passionately fought to prevent the execution of a convicted murderer who wished to die, claiming that Gilmore had no right to do so. It then turned around and argued that a right to die existed for Karen Ann Quinlan, who was unable to express her wishes one way or the other.' 0 ' One might infer from Bedau that although society may not exact retribution from convicted murderers by taking their lives through execution, they may punish them by locking them away for life and denying them a right to die, no matter how terrible the conditions of imprisonment. For, as will now be examined, it is the death row environment that is a crucial issue in the whole debate.
IV. LIFE ON DEATH Row
The simple reason most condemned prisoners want to terminate their appeals is that they find conditions on death row intolera- Foster's attitude is not uncommon among condemned prisoners. Robert Lee Massie pleaded guilty to-first degree murder committed during a 1965 robbery and received the death sentence. Four times execution dates were set, and four times lawyers for the NAACP, acting without Massie's consent, managed to secure stays, claiming that he was mentally incompetent. For Massie, this onagain, off-again condition was worse than death, and in a widelynoted article he asked:
Would [Christ] condemn me to a four-by-ten cell year after year, giving me dates of execution, and bringing me back from the brink of death each time the sentence was about to be executed? Would He subject me to this kind of mental torment? Since we all know He would not participate in these atrocities, then how are Christians able to justify the laws which permit such inhumanity to man? If you are adherents to the Mosaic law, which advocates "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth," then my question is: Would Moses subject me to years of mental torment before putting me to death? I did not confine my victim for years in prison under the constant threat of death before killing him, so why is it being done unto me? 10 6 Following Furman v. Georgia, 10 7 which temporarily held all state death penalties as unconstitutional, Massie received another re- 102 The abolitionist response to this argument is to do away with the death penalty entirely, and thus do away with death rows. This Article is premised upon the belief that this country will not, in the foreseeable future, do away with capital punishment. If that penalty remains, and prisoners are still warehoused on death rows, we should be aware of the stress this imposes and examine ways to reduce it. Under such conditions, a form of suicide is not irrational. prieve and was eventually paroled, only to commit another robbery and murder, for which he received the death penalty in 1979. Once again, he asked the court to decide upon his punishment and make an end to it. He "has no desire to be executed and does not object to spending the rest of his life incarcerated; he, however, finds execution preferable to spending a lengthy period on death row." 10 8
Once again, however, issues of incompetency have been raised, and Massie's case remains unresolved.
The long-time warden of Sing Sing prison, Clarence Duffy, acknowledged that by their nature, conditions on death row had to be horrible: "The men of death row live in fear and hopelessness, and their thoughts are never off the glass-walled enclosure that waits for them six floors below. This is not justice but torture, and no court in the land will deliberately sentence a defendant to that."' 1 0 9 Before the Furman decision, one commentator detailed some of the conditions in various state prisons, and concluded that confinement on death row produced mental suffering that violated the eighth amendment's ban against cruel and unusual punishment. 110 So atrocious were some of these prisons (not just the death rows) that various state and lower federal courts ordered immediate remediation. 1 11 Although it is unlikely that courts will find confinement awaiting execution to be per se unconstitutional (especially because the long wait usually is due to prisoner appeals), there is no doubt that the very conditions inherent on death row can cause extreme mental anguish.
In recent years, there have been several studies of these conditions, 112 all documenting the stress faced by prisoners awaiting death and not knowing when or if it will come.' 13 A few samples from these studies will give an idea of the environment these men and women face, week after week, month after month, year after year. Moreover, because of the special security requirements, death row prisoners rarely mix with other inmates and are often unable Perhaps it is reasonable to go crazy, living under such confined conditions for so many years. In August 1979, 42 men on the Row had been there more than three years. Further, some people were pretty much crazy when they got there. Everyone on the Row thought the man who beat his skull against the steel bunk was seriously disturbed. The Row was divided about the man who talked and screamed all night; some felt he was quite mad, others felt he was putting on a bothersome performance. It's a tough audience on the Row, and if one is faking, one had best be very good at it.
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Death Row is a prison within a prison, physically and socially isolated from the prison community and the outside world. Condemned prisoners live twenty-three and one-half hours alone in their cells, punctuated by thirty minutes devoted to private exercise in a closely guarded outdoor cage designated for high security risk inmates. Only passive recreation is available to the prisoners on death row. The inmates try to fill empty time with exercise, reading, reverie, television, or conversation with their neighbors. Strategies vary. For some men, a tightly patterned sequence of private activities and accomplishments is required to reduce anxiety and maintain self-control. 15 As an example of how prisoners in Alabama pass their time, Johnson reports the following exchange:
PRISONER: I have got so bored at times, I used to hook cockroaches together, sort of like they was a team of mules, to drag a matchbox around on the floor to pass time. I mean that may sound weird to you or somebody else, and it might be. Matter fact I just flushed a little frog down the shit jack the other day that I had back there. It came up through the shitjack. I kept him back there a couple of weeks and I kicked roaches and things to feed him.Just any little old thing.
INTERVIEWER: Just to keep you busy. PRISONER: To more or less keep your mind off the damned chair and the things that you're seeing around you. Anything to occupy your mind. 16 Given such conditions, which are apparently endemic to all death rows, it becomes more understandable for a California inmate to say: "I would rather go downstairs to that gas chamber than have to spend the rest of my life here. Being free is being alive. If a person goes down to the gas chamber he's escaped. It is going to cost him his life, but he's escaped." ' Over twenty years ago, Jacques Barzun, one of the most perceptive social critics of our time, wrote a controversial article in favor of capital punishment. 1 8 One key argument that he put forward suggested that life in prison might well be a fate worse than death. To abolitionists who held a life sentence better than execution, he responded:
They read without a qualm, indeed they read with rejoicing, the hideous irony of "Killer Gets Life"; they sigh with relief instead of horror. They do not see and suffer the cell, the drill, the clothes, the stench, the food; they do not feel the sexual racking of young and old bodies, the hateful promiscuity, the insane monotony, the mass degradation, the impotent hatred. They do not remember . . . that Joan of Arc, when offered "life," preferred burning at the stake ....
• . . For my part, I would choose death without hesitation. If that option is abolished, a demand will one day be heard to claim it as a privilege in the name of human dignity." 9 This does not mean that all, or even a majority, of death row inmates would elect death over long-term imprisonment. But it would temper the abolitionists' blithe assumption that life is always preferable to death if they kept the reality and the quality of that life in mind. As Barzun concluded: "I shall believe in the abolitionist's present views only after he has emerged from twelve months in a convict cell."' 120 Death row is by nature nothing more than a warehousing operation, storing condemned prisoners until the appeals process has either freed them from the threat of death or run its course and delivered them to the death room. One need not go so far as Robert Johnson, who argues that "a death sentence amounts to death with torture," 12 1 to recognize the depressing and degrading conditions in these units. Nor should one forget that these people stand convicted of murder, some of which involved horrid torture, mutilation, and degradation of their victims. Perhaps locking them away in such an environment is fitting retribution, more terrible in its severity than the finality of death. But that is not the choice of punishment society supposedly has made. So long as imposition of the death sentence is permitted, prisoners should not be denied the option of asking the state to implement its justice. Gary Gilmore's lawyer summed up this attitude when he wrote:
Mr. Gilmore had sufficient experience of prison life to estimate . . . what it would be like for him to languish in prison. Historical, reli-gious, and existential treatises suggest that for some persons at some times, it is rational not to avoid physical death at allcosts. Indeed the spark of humanity can maximize its essence by choosing an alternative that preserves the greatest dignity and some tranquility of mind.
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The Supreme Court has never addressed the issue of suffering attached to the death sentence aside from the actual mode of execution, and that case came down in 1890 when the Court approved the use of the electric chair. 12 3 Punishments are cruel, held the Court, "when they involve torture or a lingering death; but the punishment of death is not cruel, within the meaning of that word as used in the Constitution. It implies something inhuman and barbarous, something more than the mere extinguishment of life."' 124 Not until 1958, in a non-death penalty case, did the Court hold that a person's humanity must be respected regardless of guilt or crime. 12 5 Abolitionists consider capital punishment in itself violative of the eighth amendment, but even those who favor the death penalty ought to concede that months or years on death row is certainly "more than the mere extinguishment of life." If one is going to argue that even condemned murderers retain some spark of humanity, some rights of individual autonomy, then something must be done to either improve death row conditions, or permit those who wish to terminate that existence through execution of sentence the right to do so.
V.

SUICIDE AND THE RIGHT TO DIE
For some prisoners, the atmosphere on death row has proven more than they could bear, and they have bypassed the system by taking their own lives. In the last ten years, thirteen condemned persons have committed suicide, and others, like Gary Gilmore, have tried to do so. The reasons for suicide vary from person to person. Millard Farmer of the Atlanta Team Defense Project believes that living conditions on death row are so onerous that they "could cause the most stable person not to cope."' 26 There are some who cannot take it anymore; some who are trying to get attention; and for a third group, suicide is their final act of defiance.
A short time before he overdosed on antidepressant pills that he had been hoarding, Alexander Bowling, a condemned murderer 122 N. MAILER on Kentucky's death row, wrote to his attorneys: "Being alive means nothing if there's nothing in your life to do. You have to have something in your life to look forward to each day." 1 2 7 In his study of Alabama's condemned population, Robert Johnson found this imagery pervasive, with many prisoners characterizing their existence as a living death, and themselves as the living dead.' 28 Even a reprieve with commutation to life is not always attractive because it usually would not include a chance of parole. "If it's either living in prison or dying in that chair, I'm going to go ahead and be exterminated. There ain't no way I'm going to die in a penitentiary, unless they execute me." 12 9 Even if they retain a chance at parole, many current inmates would be fifty or sixty years old before they get out of prison. "Don't make no sense to get out then. What you gonna be able to do to make a livin'? Might want to kill myself then anyway ... . It's better off all the way around to get it over with than it is to go out there."' 130 Suicide has to be examined not just in the context of the capital punishment debate, but as part of the larger discussion in biomedical ethics of the limits of control over one's own life to which one is entitled, and whether these limits include the right to terminate that life. In the past decade, this has become a particularly fruitful and relevant issue, both for law and ethics, although the primary focus to date has been on whether terminally ill patients may choose to stop life-sustaining therapy.
1 3 1
English common law traditionally opposed suicide, and under an act of Parliament, suicide was considered a felony; the property of thefebo de se was forfeited to the Crown, and "'he was ignominiously buried in the public highway and a stake driven through his body.' "1132 English law thus reflectedJudeo-Christian opposition to the taking of one's own life. With the exception of martyrs who chose to die kiddush ha-Shem (for the sanctification of God's Name), the rabbinic teachers agreed that suicide was forbidden.' 33 The church fathers also condemned suicide. Augustine held that the commandment "Thou shalt not kill" refers "to the killing of a man; not another man; therefore, not even thyself." For Thomas Aquinas, life was "God's gift to man . . . [therefore] whoever takes his own life sins against God."' 13 4
At the same time, there is an equally ancient tradition upholding the right to end one's own life. The Stoics, for example, did not consider suicide prejudicial to one's character, nor did the Romans condemn the practice. Many people of the upper classes in Rome, according to historians, resorted to suicide when they felt their lives were no longer worthwhile.' 3 5 Following the rise of the Catholic Church and canon law, this view went into eclipse, but in 1777, David Hume, the noted Scottish philosopher, published an essay defending suicide. He argued that if God is the creator of the world, then His will must be expressed in all events, and therefore suicide cannot be a departure from that will. Hume also rejected the contention that suicide harmed society in all instances; in some cases, suicide might benefit society and be the best way to fulfill one's duty to oneself and to others.' 3 6
Contemporary thought on suicide is extremely diverse, ranging from opposition on religious, philosophical, or humanitarian grounds to the belief that individual autonomy includes the right to end one's life. American common law never adopted the harsher English view, and in no state today is there a law prohibiting suicide; in three states, however, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Washington, it is against the law to attempt suicide, but not to succeed in the attempt. 13 7 The most prevalent form that the issue has taken in modern law concerns the refusal of patients to accept or continue treatment that might save or at least prolong their lives.
Up until the latter part of this century, the question arose only rarely because medicine lacked the technical ability to prolong life in the face of massive infection, advanced disease, or the failure of bodily organs. Although courts generally acknowledged judge Cardozo's language that "[e]very human being of adult years and sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done with his own body,"' 3 8 courts did so only in terminal cases and, in fact, "devel- 
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. 135 See Comment, supra note 132, at 655. ultimate control by the patient."' ' 3 9 The issue gained national attention in the Karen Ann Quinlan case, 140 when it became obvious that science had the means to keep a person's essential organs functioning, even if that person were, by normal criteria, dead. Did people have the right to refuse such heroic measures, if continued living meant nothing but prolonged physical pain and mental distress, both for the patients and for those they loved?
Much of the case law on this subject has centered on religious freedom, with members of certain groups refusing blood transfusions, operations, or other types of therapy because of their religious beliefs.' 4 1 There is a growing body of legal and religious opinion that heroic efforts to sustain life when the person's body can no longer do so by itself may be terminated by the patient, or by the family or attending physician if the patient is no longer able to make a decision. 142 Pope Pius XII, in 1957, declared that a physician may not refuse or stop ordinary treatment because that omission might cause death, but extraordinary measures, such as employing a respirator when the patient's own circulatory system had failed, could be terminated because death in such a case would be the result of injury or illness.
143
The broader issue involves the right to die not only when a person is terminally ill and wants to forego weeks or months of suffering with no hope of recovery, but when for other reasons, the quality of life is such that a person no longer wants to live. Despondency, hopelessness, guilt, or shame may all make someone's life so unbearable that death appears as a release from an intolerable situation. The question in these instances is whether an individual has such a right encompassed within the notion of personal autonomy, and if such a right exists, whether society may impose obligations that limit personal autonomy and mitigate the right to die.
Students of biomedical ethics have suggested certain criteria that should be considered in determining whether or not a particular suicide is "moral."1 4 4 The three principles that Beauchamp and 143 See Comment, supra note 113, at 660. 144 I am not concerned here with technical nomenclature distinguishing between "active suicide," in which a person takes positive steps such as shooting oneself, and "passive suicide," also known as "antidysthanasia," in which one either allows death to come without resistance or refuses to accept life-prolonging therapy. "Euthanasia," or mercy killings of terminally ill patients, is for the most part legally considered murder,
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Childress put forward are:
1. Autonomy. If one truly believes in the autonomy of each individual, it would "be a showing of disrespect to deny autonomous persons the right to commit suicide when, in their considered judgment, they ought to do so."145 Legally, this ties in to the developing theory of a "right to privacy," which, absent overriding concerns of the state, holds that individuals ought to be free in making those judgments most personal to themselves. ChiefJustice Burger, while on the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, pointed out that this right does not give society the power to decide what is best for the individual:
Mr. Justice Brandeis, whose views have inspired much of the "right to be let alone" philosophy, said: "The makers of our Constitution... sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations. They conferred, as against the Government, the right to be let alone-the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized man." Nothing in this utterance suggests that Justice Brandeis thought an individual possessed these rights only as to sensible beliefs, valid thoughts, reasonable emotions, or well-founded sensations. I suggest he intended to include a great many foolish, unreasonable and even absurd ideas which do not conform, such as refusing medical treatment even at great risk.
14 6
2. Human worth, also termed "sanctity of human life." Is human life so intrinsically valuable that its destruction is an act of murder and therefore wrong? Opponents of suicide may allow someone to die instead of applying heroic medical efforts, but deny that one may kill a person, even himself, because this is an irrevocable act of destruction. This view, in its strongest form, would oppose all manner of imposed death, including abortion, execution by the state, murder, or even by one's own hand. A weaker version of the principle would hold that although human life always has intrinsic value, this by itself is not the overriding consideration, but only one factor to take into account. tarian calculus would provide no negative items to balance the person's desire to end pain, suffering, or any other condition that favors the suicide. If, on the other hand, a person has a family that loves and is dependent upon him or her, or if the person has talents the absence of which would deprive society, then this would go into the balance against suicide. 148 In its starkest form, the "utilitarian demand [is] that the greatest possible amount of value or at least the smallest amount of disvalue be brought about by the person's actions."1 49
Beauchamp and Childress further argue that each of these three principles is prima facie binding, that is, they assert primary duties that cannot be ignored, either by the person contemplating suicide or by those who would intervene:
[T]o the extent the principle of autonomy or one of the other principles just mentioned is relevant, and does not come into conflict with other principles, it is our duty to observe the principle. Thus, if a suicide were genuinely autonomous and there were no powerful utilitarian reasons or reasons of human worth and dignity standing in the way, then we ought to allow the person to commit suicide, because we would otherwise be violating the person's autonomy. A similar analysis could be given for instances falling under each of the principles. This indicates that whether suicide is right or wrong is never a simple or absolute matter. The morality of suicide cannot be determined in abstraction from the facts of a person's own situation.' 5 0 Not all defenders of a right to suicide agree with this outline; some consider the issue of personal autonomy to be the only consideration.1 5 ' But the outline does provide a useful framework in which to examine decisions made on death row.
1. Autonomy. For the prisoner, convicted and condemned by society and restrained in a tiny cell with practically no freedom, the option of terminating appeals and being executed may represent the only opportunity to exercise any personal choice in order to affect his or her fate. For the abolitionists, this may be the most difficult aspect of the problem, for granting the condemned person the right to bring on death affronts their belief in the sanctity of human life. But what must be remembered at all times is that the life involved is that of the prisoner; it is his or her life at stake, his or her personal autonomy, and not that of the abolitionist. The only argument that can be made is that a murderer, by taking the life of another person and denying the victim's autonomy, has invited retribution through the loss of his or her autonomy. Yet the abolitionists deny that such "an eye for an eye" rationale is consistent with the values of a progressive society or with the goals of punishment.
2. Human worth. For the condemned, the quality of life on death row has depreciated to nothing or little better than nothing. If we grant to the terminally ill the right to die, it is because we recognize the distinction between merely being alive and living as free and autonomous individuals. We recognize that pain and suffering may reach a point where death brings release. How often have we heard it said that the death of a cancer victim, for example, was a "blessing"?
Yet for the abolitionists, human life is so sacred that none should be extinguished needlessly, and this principle outweighs any other, even that of personal autonomy.1 5 2 One certainly can sympathize with the ethical problems confronting lawyers, for example, who are faced with the express wish of their clients that the appeals be dropped so they can meet their deaths, and with the attorneys' own commitment to humanizing the law and preserving life.' 5 3 In some instances, there may be legitimate reasons to question whether the prisoner is mentally competent to exercise autonomy, and for counsel to properly bring the facts to the attention of the court in order to secure a psychiatric examination to determine 152 Some abolitionists base their belief in this area on religious justification, and note thatJudaism and Christianity both forbid suicide. Yet under the first amendment, prisoners also must be allowed freedom for their religious beliefs. In the landmark case of In re Brooks' Estate, 32 Ill. 2d 361, 372, 205 N.E.2d 435, 442 (1965), religious principles were held to outweigh the desires of third parties to save a person's life. If abolitionists insist upon treating condemned prisoners as individuals who still retain certain fundamental rights-as they ought to do-then one of these rights must be religious freedom, with the individual free to place a value on his or her own life within his or her religious framework, not in the value system of a third party.
153 "Counsel have determined that their obligation to their client, as well as to the Court and society, would not be satisfactorily fulfilled if they were to take no action at all on the basis of their client's instructions. Suicide intervention is commonly acknowledged as a legitimate intrusion by third parties, but only up to a limit. The would-be suicide must be made aware of options and must recognize the finality of the act; he or she also must recognize that other people value his or her life, and would be saddened by its ending; psychiatric help should be provided if necessary. But beyond that, third-party intervention displaces the individual's autonomy and essentially places him or her under the control of another, contrary to the individual's wishes. No doubt counsel of condemned prisoners often develop close emotional ties to their clients, yet the courts have time and again refused to allow uninvited third parties, even parents, to displace the autonomy of prisoners. 15 6 Those who believe strongly in the sacredness of life may not agree, but here too the ultimate balancing of values must remain in the hands of the individual involved.
3. Utility. Unlike the other two areas, the desires of the individual may be balanced against the interests of others, including society, family, and persons affected by the decision. Yet according to some studies of death row, it is concern for these other people that often motivates prisoners to seek death. Frank Coppola, for example, sought execution to end the shame and embarrassment he believed his family suffered because of his trial and subsequent incarceration.' 57 Some prisoners also may believe that they should accept their punishment in order to pay their debt to society and obtain absolution and forgiveness of sins. I believe in Jesus Christ. In the last two, two and a half months, I've found something that's beyond words. It's brought a real peace to me. And it's brought a lot of peace to the other four men on Death Row. We've had something really fantastic happen back there. We're all pretty well behind it now. I tell you, Jesus Christ walked Death Row. For Hager and others, the walk to the electric chair is "the road to Glory Row." S.
Yet there is no doubt that the state has an interest here that overrides that of the individual. Above all, when imposing a capital sentence, there is a need to be sure that no mistakes have been made in either the guilt or sentencing stages so that public confidence may be maintained in the criminal justice system. This requires, on one level, a standardization of the process so that similar criteria are applied to all persons accused of capital murder, and on the other level, the individualization of the process to ensure that each defendant's mitigating as well as aggravating circumstances are taken into account. As Chief Justice Burger has noted: "The need for treating each defendant in a capital case with that degree of respect due the uniqueness of the individual is far more important than in noncapital cases."' 59 Insofar as appeals are concerned, there need be no contradiction between standardization and individualization in order to meet the interests of the prisoner and of the state. Capital punishment statutes can spell out clearly the standard requirements for imposing the death penalty, and automatic reviews by appellate courts can ensure that these standards have been met in terms of fairness across all cases as well as in each particular instance. Collateral attack still can be pursued as a further safeguard on the process, and thus serve the common interests of prisoner and society. Whenever it appears that a prisoner may be incompetent, the court should order psychiatric evaluation; if the prisoner is adjudged incompetent, then a guardian ad litem may be appointed to protect his or her interests in securing proper treatment, continuing appeals, and other matters. For those who wish to appeal or are unable to determine the issue for themselves, it is in the best interests of both the state and the individual to ensure that all legal challenges to a death sentence have been exhausted before the sentence is carried out.
But once review has taken place, thus meeting the Supreme Court's minimal procedural safeguards, 60 then the state may well claim that it has met its obligations. If a prisoner wishes, further appeals then may be taken; if not, respect for individual autonomy requires that the choice of the condemned be respected. This also should include limiting third-party intervention absent some showing of incompetence on the part of the defendant, and a wish to end the appeals process should not be taken as evidence of incompetence.
There is, of course, the ultimate argument of the abolitionists that the death penalty might be imposed by mistake, and an innocent person executed for a crime he or she did not commit.' 6 1 What if such a person, believing there is no hope for rectifying the error and confronted by the hopelessness of prison life, elects to terminate the appeal and accept death? Jack Potts, convicted of capital murder, had determined not to pursue his appeals and was less than thirteen hours from death when his girlfriend convinced him to change his mind. Two years later, a federal judge ruled that the sentencing phase of the trial was invalid. 162 Although the ruling upheld the guilt determination so that one cannot argue Potts' innocence, it may turn out that imposition of death in this case was wrong. Abolitionists would argue that even one mistake such as this undermines the integrity of the entire judicial system and the only means to rectify it is to abolish the death sentence completely; failing that, every prisoner should, voluntarily or involuntarily, take the appeals to the ultimate limit to defeat the death sentence.
The abolitionist position ignores the fact that no system is completely foolproof; errors always will creep in no matter how we try to avoid them. What must be balanced is not the possibility of error as against all other values, but as one of several values that must be weighed. Sanctity of life is one value, but so is the need of society to impose punishment on those who break the social contract and deprive others of their lives. Avoidance of error is important, but not as great as individual autonomy. After the State takes all possible precautions to avoid error and at the same time protect the interests of society, the final decision on whether to pursue or terminate appeals should be left to one person-that person whose life is at stake. Society has stripped that individual of nearly all the rights that free persons enjoy; to take this decision away would, as Judge Sneed pointed out, "incarcerate the spirit-the one thing that remains free and which the state need not and should not imprison. 
